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Tariff for leased circuits provided on IDR satellite links was issued vide this
office letter of even no. dated 08.06.2012.

2. Now, in view of upward revision of Space Segment Charges by M/s Antrix
Corporation, it has been decided by the competent authority to revise the tariff of
leased circuits provided on IDR (Intermediate Data Rate) Satellite Links as per the
details given below:

Bandwidth Total annual charges on
IDR link (in Lakhsl

64 Kbps 5.954
128 Kbps ro.777
192 Kbps 14.885
256 Kbps 18.458
320 Kbps 2 t .435
384 Kbps 23.8r7
512 Kbps 28.580
768 Kbps 3 8 . 1 0 6
960 Kbps 45.25r

1 Mbps 5I.206
2 Mbps 92. t7
4 Mbps 137.385
8 Mbps 247.293

3. Terms and Conditions for the IDR leased line tarifft The following are the
terms & conditions for leased lines up to 8 Mbps provided on IDR satellite links.

3.1 The tariff for any intermediate bandwidth shall be calculated on proportionate
basis.

3.2 The tariff will be implemented from the date of issue.

3.3 A11 existing as well as new leased lines provided on IDR satellite links will be
charged at this tariff except those which are part of a specific project for which
special tariff has been / had been prescribed separately taking all costs into
consideration.



3.4 If a leased line is working partly on satellite link and partly on terrestrial link
then satellite portion will be charged as per above prescriLed tariff and the
terrestrial portion will be charged as per existing leased line tariff.

3.5 All other charges such as for local leads, modems, charges for terrestrial
portion, etc will be charged extra as per existing tariff.

3.6 Above mentioned charges are inclusive of Spectrum charges. However Service
tax (presently @ 12.360/o) shall be levied extra.(p-2o/C)

3.7. "The entire amount of CAFEX mag be recouered. from cltstomer, if IDR tink is
exclusiuelg installed for tlrc purpose of prouiding leased. Iine." Hence, an iOR link will
be exclusively installed for a particular customer requirement, only if the customer
agrees for a minimum period of hire of three years.

3.8 A11 other terms and condition will remain same.
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